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Ludo-musicological Typologies: Examining new ways of classifying, categorizing, and 
organizing music in video games 
Annotated Bibliography 
 
Over the past thirty years, music in video games has grown increasingly complex and 
sophisticated, with many composers specializing in this medium. Composers from other 
mediums like film and television (Danny Elfman, Hans Zimmer, and Michael Giachinno most 
notably) have also begun writing for video games, in addition to their other projects. Today, 
video game music incorporates elements from a wide variety of musical styles and genres, and 
utilizes diverse compositional techniques, some unique to the medium. However, an 
examination of scholarly literature on the subject (ludomusicology) reveals that this diversity 
and variety is not always reflected in the ways that video game music is categorized, classified, 
and organized. I hope to use these sources, among others, to re-organize video game music and 
the composers thereof, to help musicians and scholars more easily understand the rich canon of 
music that has been written for this medium.  
 
Collins, Karen. "Video games, Music in," ​Grove Music Online​, ed. Deane L. Root. First published 
25 May 2016, updated 25 November 2018. 
https://doi-org.du.idm.oclc.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.A2293246 
 
In this essay Karen Collins describes music in video games and outlines the history of 
the genre, framing the development of this music around technological growth and 
development, while also taking a tangent to describe games that use music as a gameplay 
mechanic (​Guitar Hero, Dance Dance Revolution, ​etc.). The eras she divides music into are the 
Analogue Era, the Soundchip Era, and the Compressed Raw Audio era. However, by only 
framing video game music in terms of technology, and ignoring the many other components of 
game music composition and its development over the years, a great deal of progress and 
artistic growth is ignored. The research based upon these resources will seek to expand upon 
these categories and develop new ones, so that video game music can be more thoroughly 
researched and explored. Despite this, Karen Collins is one of the leading writers and 
researchers in the field of Ludomusicology, having published many articles and multiple books 
on the subject of videogame music, and even directed the documentary film ​Beep: A 
Documentary History of Game Sound.​ In addition, Collins is an associate professor at the 
University of Waterloo, in the Department of Communication Arts.  
 
Frisch, Melanie. “History of Video Game Music.” In ​Music and Games: Perspectives in a Popular 
Alliance. ​Editec by Peter Moorman, 11-40: Berlin, Germany, Springer Fachmedien 
Wiesbaden, 2013. doi.org/10.1007/978-3-531-18913-0  
 
In this essay, Melanie Frisch analyzes the history of both video game music, and the 
history of ludomusicology, the study of video game music. She seeks to introduce the reader to 
the development of music in games from the earliest games in the 1960’s to the present day, 
and the changes that occurred in that music over time. However, Frisch does acknowledge that 
“At present, in particular, finding the appropriate vocabulary is a major issue in video game 
music research.” Her acknowledgement of this issue and attempts to rectify it are well worth 
studying for the purpose of establishing new typology in video game music.  
 
Rossetti, Gregory James. "Overworlds, Towns, and Battles: How Music Develops the Worlds of 
Role-playing Video Games." PhD diss., Rutgers The State University of New Jersey, 2019. 
ProQuest ID 22622939. 
 
In this dissertation, Rossetti analyzes similar pieces of music from different games, as 
well as different pieces from within the same game. Specifically, Rossetti examines overworld 
themes, town themes, and battle themes from three game franchises. Those series are ​the 
Legend of Zelda, Final Fantasy, ​and ​Dragon Warrior.​ This analysis of contrasting kinds of music 
used for similar purposes in the same games is invaluable for looking at categorizations of 
music in video games. Rossetti wrote this dissertation for his PhD in music theory at Rutgers, 
which he completed in 2019. He is currently an adjunct instructor at Montclair State University, 
in addition to working actively in the game industry as a composer in his own right, where is 
able to apply the ideas in his dissertation in a practical setting.  
 
Summers, Tim, “Analysing Video Game Music: Sources, Methods and a Case Study.” In 
Ludomusicology: Approaches to Video Game Music. ​Edited by Michiel Kamp, Tim 
Summers, and Mark Sweeney, 8-32: Sheffield, UK: Equinox Publishing Ltd, 2016. 
 
In this essay, Tim Summers discusses methodologies and strategies for analysing video 
game music, using a segment of the game ​Halo ​as a case study. He walks the reader through his 
process for analysing the music of this game, including his exact procedures (equipment used, 
recording software, justifications, etc.), transcriptions of themes from the score, diagrams of 
the looping patterns for repeated sections of music, quotes and information from the 
composers, and of course an analysis of the music itself. All told, this work is incredibly 
valuable for those studying video game music, both for the embedded analysis of the score of 
Halo,​ and for the model it presents of how to conduct research of primary sources in video game 
music. Like Karen Collins, Summers is one of the most prolific writers and researchers in the 
sphere of ludomusicology, and teaches courses in this area at Oxford.  
 
Kaae, Jesper, “Theoretical Approaches to Composing Dynamic Music for Video Games.” In 
Pac-Man to Pop Music Interactive Audio in Games and New Media. ​Edited by Karen 
Collins, 75-92. Ashgate Popular and Folk Music Ser. Farnham: Ashgate, 2011. 
doi.org/10.4324/9781351217743  
 
Jesper Kaae’s essay on composing dynamic music for video games offers an intriguing 
analysis of the challenges of writing music for video games, as games are a nonlinear medium 
when compared to traditional forms like film, television, theater, and opera. However, he offers 
many interesting solutions to these problems, and offers Stockhausen's ​Klavierstuck XI​ as a 
potential model for how to approach these challenges. This compositional approach serves as 
an interesting “behind-the-scenes” look at the process of video game music composition, of 
great value to the ludomusicologist.  
 
Williams, Duncan, “An Overview of Emotion as a Parameter in Music, Definitions, and 
Historical Approaches.” In ​Emotion in Video Game Soundtracking​. Edited by Duncan 
Williams and Newton Lee, 7-16. International Series on Computer Entertainment and 
Media Technology. Cham: Spring International Publishing, 2018. 
doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-72272-6 
 
All of the essays in this book examine more recent developments in music composition 
for video games, focusing on elements that contribute to the emotionality of games. Particular 
attention is paid to contemporary techniques, such as “algorithmic composition techniques, 
automated emotion matching from biosensors, motion capture techniques, 
emotionally-targeted speech synthesis and signal processing, and automated repurposing of 
existing music.” This essay in particular, by editor Duncan Williams, sets the foundation for the 
rest of the book, as Williams examines ways that music establishes the emotional throughline 
of a game, using case studies and recording analysis, while also examining the ways that 
technological advancements created new ways for composers to overcome barriers to the 
creative process, while also creating new barriers along the way. Williams approaches this 
subject from a more scientific, rather then music, perspective, as his studies and research cover 
areas such as acoustics, sound waves, and even music and artificial intelligence. This different 
perspective is of great value to a well-rounded understanding of music in video games.  
 
Soule, Jeremy.  ​Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. ​Bethesda Softworks 2013, streaming audio 
https://open.spotify.com/album/25r7pEf31viAbsoVHC6bQ4​. 
 
Considered by many to be one of the best video games ever made, and certainly one of 
the most influential of that last decade, ​Skyrim​ includes a rich orchestral soundtrack, drawing 
from Wagnerian opera elements and the film scores of John Williams. Appropriately enough, 
composer Jeremy Soule has been called “the John Williams of video game music” in the past. As 
one of the most prolific composers of game music, and one of the most well known from the 
United States in particular, an examination of different styles of music in contemporary video 
games would be incomplete without including this score and others by Jeremy Soule.  
 
Meguro, Shoji. ​Persona3: Original Soundtrack. ​Aniplex ​SVWC 7380~1​, July 19 2006​. CD. 
 
The soundtrack of the 2006 game ​Persona 3 ​is a unique mix of contemporary pop music 
elements like drum set, distorted electric guitar, and hip-hop and rap. It also incorporates 
elements of Wagnerian Opera and film scores, such as leitmotif, with themes and motifs being 
planted, developed, and paid of throughout the course of the game. This is particularly striking 
when combined with the hip-hop elements, jazz/funk horn section, and other components. 
Therefore, this score is a prime example of different genres of music being featured and 
synthesized in video game scores. Shoji Meguro, or Meguro-San as he is respectfully called by 
his collaborators, as written for the ​Persona​ series for more then fifteen years now, with the 
most recent entry (​Persona5​) receiving acclaim for its score from many writers throughout the 
video game industry.  
 
Man, Joris de.  ​Horizon Zero Dawn. ​Sony Interactive Entertainment Europe, ​CIEE03CD 2017, 
streaming audio ​https://open.spotify.com/album/5ZAaYcFudS0BtKhWJqeMCH​.  
 
This 2017 game includes an intriguing score, incorporating cinematic orchestral sounds 
at the same time as electronic drum beats and synthesized sounds. Some tracks also include 
elements of world music, such as non-western flutes and percussion instruments, while others 
still emulate Gregorian Chant and other medieval and renaissance music of the West. In 
addition to this musical diversity, composer Joris de Man is Dutch, while most video game 
composers are either American (Jeremy Soule) or Japanese (Shoji Meguro and Koji Kondo). This 
background potentially gives him a different voice and perspective compared to other 
composers studied in ludomusicology. 
 
Kataoka, Manaka, Yasuaki Iwata, and Hajime Wakai. ​The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild 
Original Soundtrack.​ Columbia ​– COCX-40313, April 25 2018. CD. 
 
The Legend of Zelda​ is one of the longest running video game series in the industry, with 
the first entry in the series having been released in 1986, and the most recent mainline-entry 
(ignoring spin-offs) coming out just over thirty years later in 2017. Many trends and changes in 
the music industry can be traced by following the development of this game series, from 
technological changes, popular sounds, stylistic evolution, and popularization of more diverse 
sounds, to name a few. The most recent entry, ​Breath of the Wild,​ uses a predominantly 
orchestral score and actual orchestra recordings used, which would have been impossible for 
the first few entries in the series. Of particular note, certain themes and leitmotifs from that 
first game in 1986 continue to be used to this day in the series, a feat rivaled by few other video 
game series, and few musical works outside of video games. Also of note, this score was 
nominated for “Best Music/Score” in the 2017 Video Game awards, competing with the game 
Persona5​, briefly mentioned above. An understanding of video game music and its history is 
incomplete without studying the ​Legend of Zelda​ series, and an examination of the diverse 
music for video games written today is incomplete without studying the music of ​Breath of the 
Wild​ specifically.  
 
Wintory, Austin. ​Journey. ​Sumthing Else Music Works, SE-3009-2 2012. CD and Streaming. 
 
Austin Wintory’s score for the game ​Journey​ is a unique score for a unique game. Most 
notably, this is the first--and so-far--only video game score to be nominated for a Grammy 
award in the category of ​Best Score Soundtrack For Visual Media.​ This category​ ​placed it in direct 
competition with the music of Hans Zimmer (​The Dark Knight Rises) ​and John Williams (​the 
Legend of Tin-Tin​) in 2012, though all three ultimately lost to the Trent Reznor and Atticus Ross 
score for ​the Girl with the Dragon Tattoo​. As the only game score to-date that receive such 
acclaim and recognition from outside the videogame industry, it is impossible to exaggerate the 
significance of this nomination and the credibility it gives this score, and videogame music in 
general. This degree of acclaim, significance, and recognition, in addition to the scores unique 
qualities and innovative compositional techniques (documented by the composer himself on 
his YouTube channel, see below), make it well worth studying, and a significant part of the 
video game music canon.  
 
Wintory, Austin. “JOURNEY - Complete score with text commentary.” ​YouTube ​video, 57:30. 
January 28, 2019. ​https://youtu.be/AAw87rrzBhY 
 
In addition to his ongoing work as a composer for film, television, video games, and 
concert works, Austin Wintory also maintains a YouTube channel under his name. On this 
channel he posts a wealth of content about his work and the work he collaborates with. 
Examples of videos he has posted include behind-the-scenes recording sessions for his projects, 
improvisation sessions with his collaborators, interviews with friends and colleagues, analysis 
videos in which he explains his compositional process, and score videos in which the notated 
score is shown in the video while the music from the score plays. Of greatest interest to this 
researcher is the video linked above, consisting of the the entire, award-winning score for the 
game ​Journey ​is played in a single video, while visual commentary for the score is shown on the 
screen alongside concept and fan art for the game. The insights into the creative process, 
analytical insights, and other information provided in the text commentary are invaluable for 
the videogame music researcher.  
